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Djazmi
Good evening.  There was a time once in Iran when I was - quote - "assisted" - on to a plane to Dubai when all I wanted was an internal flight and another time when I was in Dubai and nearly missed my flight because the assistance had apparently melted away in the desert heat.

This week we're looking at the issue of travel, whether for business or pleasure, at home or abroad, it's not without its hurdles if you can't see.  With me in the studio are experienced blind travellers Stacey Rowe who describes herself as being addicted to travel and Wayne Chapman, who's travelled extensively throughout Europe and abroad and prefers to do it in groups.  Stacey, if I can begin with you.  Where has your addiction taken you?

Rowe
Oh far and beyond the bank balance and geographically.  I've been to numerous countries in Africa, such as Ghana, Tanzania and Egypt.  I've also travelled extensively in Europe, much like Wayne, I've also been to Bangladesh, India, Dubai, America, Canada...

Djazmi
Okay we get the point, we get the point.  What do you find so enjoyable about travelling?

Rowe
I just absolutely love experiencing new cultures - I love getting that sense of how other people live in different scenarios, different situations, I just absolutely love everything about it.

Djazmi
How about you Wayne, what's in it for you?

Chapman
I enjoy going to different places, both in Europe and beyond, and as I'm also bilingual - I speak French fluently and German reasonably fluently and have a working knowledge of Italian and Spanish - I like to go to places where I can actually put those skills into practice because I feel it actually helps me understand more their culture.

Djazmi
Have you got a particular highlight?

Chapman
Yes, three years ago I went with Vitalise Holidays, a group for the visually impaired, to the Passion Play in Oberammergau in Southern Germany, very close to the border with Austria.  The whole week was just absolutely out of this world.  Austria is my second favourite country anyway, we went exploring round the South Tyrol, Salzburg, Kitzbuhel and lots of walking in the mountains and lots of coffee and cake, as you do in Austria, in Germany.  And then finally on the last day we crossed the border into Germany to Oberammergau and we actually experienced the Passion Play that happens once every 10 years there.  And you could really feel that you were a part of it.  I'm not a fluent German speaker and the play was in German, completely, but I had an English Braille transcription and was able to follow it and completely get everything out of it I wanted to.

Djazmi
Stacey, what are some of the challenges that you've come across in your extensive travels?

Rowe
Well obviously if you're travelling with a visual impairment there are a number of different obstacles that you can encounter.  For example Dhaka in Bangladesh I don't know how a sighted person is able to cross those roads, so I certainly found it quite terrifying actually, even with sighted assistance, because you're relying entirely on them to get you across the busiest road I've ever seen in my life to be honest.  Everything from that to sometimes boarding on and off boats where you're walking across a four inch gangplank and things like that can be quite exciting as well.  And sometimes just communication - you sometimes have to rely on pointing to things and that's obviously difficult if you can't see.  So sometimes you end up ordering food and it's very much a surprise when it arrives on your plate.

Djazmi
Well of course the biggest challenge can often happen before you ever get to where you're going and as we're about to hear can even stop you from getting there at all.  For many of us the issue of getting assistance from staff at train stations is pretty hit and miss but at least for the most part there's another train in another half an hour or so.  But it's a very different story of course if you're relying on someone to show you to your plane, as listeners Donall Fitzpatrick and firstly Kieran Kaja have discovered.

Kaja
There was no one to meet me at the plane, the plane was actually in a remote stand so we had to take a bus, we came to the coaching gate where people are dropped off at the terminal building, I was asked to sit there for 25 minutes but no one turning up, so by the time I took matters into my own hands it was 50 minutes after the flight landed, I had to really go in the terminal building on my own, find somebody and ask for help.  So I really lost my patience and I contacted them and then they told me that they had no idea that I was arriving on this flight from Chicago, which I find very hard to believe because I booked assistance as required and everything is on my booking.  So I provided a detailed report to Heathrow and they said that they're going to improve processes.  The reason they gave me was that there was some IT problem with their computer system so that they we somehow missing blind passengers and they were going to correct that.

Fitzpatrick
I arrived into London Heathrow Terminal 1 on a flight from Dublin.  I arrived in with approximately one hour 25, nearly one hour 30 minutes to spare before making my flight to San Diego from Terminal 5.  Special assistance was waiting for me and I was escorted from the plane and brought to the Central Passenger Control Area, if you will, in Terminal 1, at which point I was handed to another gentleman, waited for a bus, went to Terminal 5 at which point I was put - deposited really - in a seat and told somebody would come back for me and unfortunately nobody did until it was too late to make my flight.  The first I became aware that I was going to miss the flight was when I reached what I call conformance at Heathrow Terminal 5 and they refused to let me through.  They did make some phone calls to the Gate but the Gate indicated that the jetway had been taken away - now I should point out that this was approximately 30 minutes prior to the flight's departure.

Djazmi
So what happened?

Fitzpatrick
British Airways basically found me a hotel for the evening and put me on a flight the following day, which of course meant that I missed the opportunity to make my presentation.  It was extraordinarily frustrating because if somebody had actually communicated with me on arrival at Terminal 5 I could have contacted any one of two colleagues who were also on the flight who were sighted and who could have returned to give me the assistance that was so badly lacking at Heathrow on that particular day.  One is really treated like a piece of baggage in that there's no communication between the passenger and those actually providing the assistance, one is simply told sit there, be quiet and we will come back for you when it suits us.

Djazmi
Kieran Kaja and Donall Fitzpatrick.

And listening to both of those was Mark Hicks, who's Head of Passenger Services at Heathrow.  Thanks very much for giving us your time Mark. 

Donall was met off his plane at Heathrow, so someone was aware that he was turning up and presumably that he didn't have much time to make his connection so how on earth did he miss it?

Hicks
Yes well first off for both those passengers we're absolutely very sorry that they were inconvenienced on their travel during Heathrow.  Mr Fitzpatrick, as you mentioned, unfortunately the flight did come in 30 minutes behind schedule and assisting any passenger, able bodied or visually impaired or blind, across from Terminal 1 to Terminal 5 safely will take a period of time, so on that case with the flight coming in late it was just physically impossible for us to get Mr Fitzpatrick from Terminal 1 to Terminal 5 in the 45 minutes that we had.

Djazmi
But nobody seemed to tell him that.

Hicks
No, no absolutely and that for me is what is most disappointing that despite the challenges of the flight coming in late and then Mr Fitzpatrick therefore missing his flight we should have done a better job at communicating and talking with our passengers.  We had a blind and visually impaired forum two weeks ago and Mr Kaja very kindly joined us for that, we had a whole day session and I'm pleased to say that we've firmly taken that on board, we're working with the Bristol Sensory Unit to enhance our training and assist our blind and visually impaired passengers to ensure our communication is better.

Djazmi
Okay, Omni Serve, the company that is contracted to provide assistance at Heathrow Airport, has been providing this service for a couple of years surely this should have been ironed out at the beginning instead of continuing on till now?

Hicks
Yes, I mean we assist - last year - just short of 901,000 passengers and 9,000 of our passengers last year were blind or visually impaired, so I do feel that we do get it right more often than we don't.  However, one bad experience is one too many for us but with the size of...

Djazmi
Well two bad experiences in this case that we've heard here.

Hicks
No absolutely, absolutely and I'm pleased to say that since these two cases were brought to my attention we've put in place some immediate remedies, we check our report twice a day now to ensure that any last minute additions to the flight schedule, none of our blind and visually impaired passengers are left without assistance.  I certainly don't want any of our passengers here at Heathrow in a position where they feel scared or left alone.  I can never say that it won't happen again but what I can guarantee you is that it has everyone's attention here at Heathrow.

Djazmi
Okay.  Mark Hicks, Head of Passenger Services, thank you very much for joining me.

Wayne Chapman, blind traveller, you prefer to travel in groups, so presumably you're slightly insulated from the risk of missing your flight or being left alone, but I imagine that having to rely on others presents it challenges as well?

Chapman
It can do sometimes, I mean in the main it's generally okay.  Three years ago, my last trip abroad was to India, had a fantastic time but we didn't really gel as a group, there was not much laughter in the group at times and there just wasn't much of a bond really.  So occasionally these things can happen but in the main it's generally okay.  I have also organised holidays with friends, all visually impaired, to Switzerland and me being the linguist of the group I very much took the lead - organising the transport, the hotel bookings etc. etc. - and then we were on our own and there was always the risk of missing our flights but it never happened, it never happened, thank the lord.

Djazmi
Of course it's not all about planes, trains and automobiles, Dave Williams and his wife, Emma, who is also blind, have found cruises a very acceptable option for them and their four year old son Arlow, despite the cost.

Cruise actuality
Afternoon ladies and gentlemen, this is the Captain speaking from the bridge once again and as usual we have just sounded the ship's whistles to signify the exact time of noon on the ship's clocks.  Well I do hope you're enjoying...

Williams
Well when I first looked at going on cruises I decided that it was going to be more affordable actually to spend seven nights on a ship than fly to our destination city and then pay for taxis and restaurants and theatres and hotels and everything separately, so actually the thing that attracted me to a cruise initially was the cost but then once I got on there I discovered that from a blind person's perspective a cruise is a very easy option because the ship is very easy to navigate internally and lots of staff are around who are able to provide assistance should you need it.

Cruise actuality
... well we're currently sailing through the Arabian Sea on route to our next port of call which is of course Muscat.

Williams
Going out on deck certainly you can appreciate the air and the open space and you can hear the sea and you can feel the movement of the ship and the access to the outdoor swimming pools and those sorts of things, so there are definitely lots of attractions to keep you amused for the entire time that you are on the ship.

Cruise actuality
On the right coming up architecturally one of the finest stations in the world, built in 1888 by Frederick Stevens of the Italian Gothic style of architecture, the magnificent Victoria Terminus Railway Station....

Williams
The official excursions which do tend to cost a little bit more are very well staffed, there are staff from the cruise company, not there specifically to assist people with vision impairments but can certainly offer some direction or if there's a particularly busy road, as we encountered in Mumbai recently, they can help you cross the road, they don't offer a full sighted guide service but a combination of being a confident long cane user coupled with communicating with other passengers who are also on the tour and your guide I think that if you're comfortable taking a walk around your city or town where you live then you should be able to manage on many of the excursions certainly that we've been on.  We visited Sri Lanka on a recent cruise and took our four year old son to visit elephants and we were certainly up close and personal with the elephants, I had no idea, I was half expecting the elephants to be behind a couple of fences and little did I know that the elephant's trunk would come a truffling to see if you had anything in your pocket.

Arlow, what has been your highlight, what was your favourite moment from our holiday?

Arlow
My favourite moment was when went up the tallest building.

Williams
When we went up the tallest building in the world?

Arlow
Yes.

Williams
And there was another thing that you did that was very exciting when we went to Sri Lanka, do you remember what that was?

Arlow
Feeded the elephants.

Williams
Feeding the elephants.

Djazmi
Dave Williams and his four year old son Arlow reflecting on their holiday.

And now that you've heard that Arlow I think it's high time for bed.

Stacey Rowe is with me and also Wayne Chapman.  Stacey, how often do you travel alone and do you do that mostly for business or for pleasure?

Rowe
I tend to travel alone maybe once or twice a year and it tends to be for business mainly.  I wouldn't enjoy travelling alone I think for pleasure because simply I like to share the experiences.

Djazmi
Wayne, most of your travels have been with bespoke groups for visually impaired people, would you ever consider dipping your toe into the mainstream market?

Chapman
Yes I would, I would happily do it.  I'd need to research it first and I think if I were to go somewhere on my own or even say with another friend who's visually impaired on a mainstream holiday I think I would choose somewhere where I could speak the lingo because I think that's crucial, that helps a lot.

Djazmi
What about you Stacey, I mean what tips would you give people who want to go away for leisure?

Rowe
I think one of the key things that I would definitely advise and it sounds very obvious but it certainly caught me out was do ensure that you are always prepared.  I remember turning up in an airport and I had a driver booked, so I thought that's fine, I turned up, I arrived, the driver wasn't there and I realised I had not taking note of who he was, what the name of the hotel was, where I was supposed to go, or nothing, I was sort of India with no clue.  And luckily he then turned up and we managed to find him but I was certainly slightly panicking for a while.

Djazmi
That was a bit of a schoolgirl error, if you don't mind me saying so.

Rowe
Absolutely dreadful, so I would always say always be prepared.

Djazmi
Do you think blind people have a more adventurous time when they go away?

Rowe
I would say it's certainly possible yes, because for example when I've travelled alone because I was alone I had to really integrate myself into certain situations and circles of people, so I got to meet some fantastic people in my travels because sometimes in society a white cane can act as a barrier but also sometimes it can actually have the opposite effect and someone can see that white cane and say do you need any help, you get into conversation and you can meet some wonderful people.

Djazmi
Yeah, I mean when you go away for fun with other people do you stick with them all the time or are you brave enough to say okay I want to go here for the morning I'll catch up with you - we'll have lunch in the square?

Rowe
I tend to stick with the people I've travelled with but that's not because I'm too afraid to sort of go and explore on my own, it's simply - as I said earlier - that it's very much a shared experience for me, so I want to be able to say to someone oh how fantastic was that building, what did you think of it or the artwork or the discussion and...

Djazmi
But don't you feel that sometimes you get dragged along to something that you have absolutely no interest in whatsoever?

Rowe
Not really because I'd be quite vocal about that and I think I would then just say look - yeah I'll stay in the hotel I'll see you later, I probably wouldn't do that.  But I tend to find I'm interested in pretty much everything.

Chapman
Same as me.

Rowe
Yeah, so it never really happens to be honest.

Djazmi
And briefly, I mean do you find the pleasure in travelling because I've found that you go to a 1,000 year old building and you touch it and to be honest you've touched one old building you've touched them all haven't you?

Rowe
Oh no not at all...

Djazmi
Really?

Rowe
Oh no, I couldn't compare touching the buildings in Egypt, for example, to the Taj Mahal, they have such a different atmosphere, it's almost like an electric charge, the history's different, the surroundings are different, I just - I can't get enough of history and particularly historical buildings.

Chapman
I'm the same as you Stacey, I mean for example the Taj Mahal is certainly amazing, all the different history and that sort of thing, but also you can't compare that with touching, for example, the elegant brass at the Schönbrunn Palace in Vienna, they really are completely different experiences.

Djazmi
You've told me and you've put me in my place, I shall endeavour to drag my hands over as many buildings as I can possibly can when I'm next abroad.

Stacey Rowe and Wayne Chapman thank you very much for joining me, it's been entertaining.

Next week we'll be looking at your legal rights when travelling but that's all for this week, don't forget that you can download the podcast from tomorrow by going to our website at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch where you can also listen again to the programme.  And you can also call our actionline on 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme.

Peter White's back next week but from me, Mani Djazmi, producer Lee Kumutat and the team, see you next time.

